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Introduction 
The Budapest College of Management (Altalanos Vallalkozasi Foiskoia) has recently signed a cooperation 

agreement with SIEMENS-DEMATIC AG (Produktions- und Logistiksysteme, Miinchen) to provide busi-
ness educational services and applied business research. This agreement will include a survey on how 
far Hungary, as a prospective member of the European Union and a cooperating trading partner, must 
differentiate itself from other emerging economies moving towards the EU. The authors' goal is to 
involve both students and faculty of the College in this project. The purpose of this paper (the first in a 
series) is to analyze the prerequisites of commodity flows; i.e. transport by rail and road. This paper will 
also consider the possibility of switching the transport of some commodities from road to rail. As a 
practical example we areusing the Munich-Vienna-Budapest route. The reason for the proposed switch 
is, among other things, the negative environmental impact of the growing number of trucks on Europe's 
highway system. 

The growing amount of goods transported by road carrier and the decreasing use of rail in the 
transportation market is a long-term trend. Increasing pollution caused by an ever-growing number of 
trucks has made international transportation organizations (UIC, IRU) consider developing more railroad 
infrastructure, as well as find ways to develop some type of cooperation between the rail and trucking 
sectors. In our project we summarize statistical information from different sources, analyze current 
trends and outline approaches for tackling particular problems. However, most sources contained little 
helpful information on these issues. Another difficulty encountered concerned transportation companys' 
reluctance to disclose information on their clients and goods transported. We contacted several 
transportation organizations in order to derive information1 from "primary sources" such as MAV, MKFE, 
Hungarocamion, and OBB. In organizations such as these, tracking the amount (quantity in tons) of the 
goods transported makes more economic sense than any classification of commodities. Because of this, 
it was quite difficult to obtain information from managers regarding the differentiation of goods their 
companies transported. 

* Dr. -Ing., Vice President, Siemens AG Production and Logistics Systems, Elektronics Assembly Systems, 
Miinchen. Member of The Advisory Board of Budapest College of Management 

** (Ph.D.) Professor of Management, Head of Department, Budapest College of Management 
1 Information was collected by A. Door, M. Neskoromniuk, J. Varga and A. Zlatin, 

MBA students of IMC Graduate School of Business 
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In this paper we will first outline recent changes in the export-import pattern in Hungary (and 

Central and East Europe), then we will analyze a sample international route between Hungary and 
Germany. After that we will analyze selected statistical data which we consider to be relevant to our 
topic. A separate chapter will describe the ROLA system - the transportation of trucks on railway platforms. 
This method so far represents the most obvious example of cooperation between rail and road carriers. 
We will finish with an outline of some dilemmas faced and directions for future research. 

1. Changes in International Trade Patterns 
At the end of the eighties, with the transformation of Central and Eastern Europe's (CEE) political 

and economic systems, major changes in export-import flows occurred. The biggest change was the 
switch of foreign trade patterns and commodity flows from the East to the West. This period was 
characterized by the dramatic reduction of imports of CIS-origin ready-made goods, the decrease of 
exports of Hungarian ready-made goods to the CIS countries, and the increase in the export and import 
of ready-made goods to and from Western European countries2. From 1991 to 1995, the average annual 
growth rate of EU exports into the region reached 25%.3 In 1995, the share of CEE exports to the EU 
reached 8.4% compared with 4.2% in 1991. CEE imports from the EU exceeded 7%, with an average 
annual growth rate of 20.8%. EU trade into Eastern Europe continues to grow significantly faster than 
that of other regions, the biggest flow coming from Germany and Italy. These countries are the two 
biggest EU exporters/importers to/from the region with a share of 70% of the overall export-import 
volume. Among the countries of Eastern Europe, the most active exporters to the EU are Poland, Hun-
gary, and the Czech Republic (with about 61% of total regional export into the EU). Germany absorbs 
about 54% of the total regional exports and provides over 50% of total imports. 

Export-import relations between CEE and the EU are characterized by the growing liberalization of 
trade rules and elimination of trade barriers. Relationships in the transportation sector are still based 
mainly on bilateral agreements and existing multilateral UN Conventions related to transportation. For 
road hauliers, the institution of "permissions" is still in place. Development in the transportation sector 
is primarily aimed at improving combined transportation and financing development of regional 
infrastructure. Hungary, the Czech Republic and Poland (as the most advanced regional players) are 
expressing deep interest in the fur ther spread of the Trans-European high-speed railroad, the 
implementation of PACT (Pilot Actions for Combined Transport), and the development of their own 
highway networks. 

2 For the sake of simplicity we will refer to these countries as the European Union (EU). 

Data is taken from the research made by ASMAP - Association of International Road Carriers, 
Russia in 1999 



The graphs below outline some of the statistical data discussed above: 
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2. The route Munich - Vienna - Budapest 
First we will provide a general description then describe some features of the transportation corridor 

in each country. The total length of the route is 695 kilometers, relatively long by European standards; 
130 km in German territory, 370 km in Austria, and 195 km in Hungary. All three cities are connected by 
highways in full length of the route; Ml in Hungary to the Austrian border (Hegyeshalom / Nickelsdorf), 
A1 in Austria to the German border and A8 on German territory. The transit through Austria creates 
problems for road hauliers due to strict environmental regulations. Trucks must be put on railway 
platforms in order to cross certain Austrian regions and can only be unloaded from platforms at certain 
points (i.e. Wels or Graz). All three cities are also connected by rail. In Germany and Austria railway 
tracks have been fully upgraded. However, the Hungarian section is deficient. On the Budapest -He-
gyeshalom track, the maximum speed is limited to only 120 km/h. Only one segment - 80 km long - can 
bear train speeds of 160 km/h. The average road transport rate between Budapest and Munich is about 
1,400 - 1,500 USD; the tariff for transporting a 25 t load by rail is about 1,720 USD. However, calculation 
of rail tariffs are much more complicated than that of road tariffs, so this should be considered an 
approximation. 

We consider our findings about general processes currently taking place in the transportation of 
goods by road and rail to be valid in relation to this particular route. Below are some comparisons 
regarding the transportation of goods by road and rail in these three countries: 
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2.1. Transportation of goods by road 
Regulations concerning international transportation are unified in Europe, and encompass a large 

number of documents; conventions on road signs, technical conditions of trucks, international 
transportation according to the TIR procedure, etc. As a result, the following general rules are applicable 
in Germany, Austria and Hungary: 

• Speed limit for trucks on highways - 80 km/h. 
• Width - 2.55 meters (for refrigerated trucks - 2.60). 
• He igh t -4 .0m. 
• Length - 18.75m for a truck with a standard semi-trailer 
• Maximum weight for a truck with a semi-trailer (2 + 3 or 3 + 3 axles) - 40 t 
• Fuel can only be taken in the quantity of 200 liters. 

Truck transport with an overall weight exceeding 7.5 t are subject to certain limitations on weekends 
and public holidays. However, empty trucks going from border crossing points, transports of fresh dairy 
products, fresh meats and breads, trucks participating in combined transportation (distances not exceeding 
70 km) or technical assistance vehicles are subject to exemption. 

The overall length of highways4 in Hungary is about 500 km, whereas the length required by the 
"Helsinki Passage" is 1230 kilometers in order to correspond to the requirements of passing Trans-
European corridors. 

Germany and Austria possess a much more developed road (and rail) system than Hungary. However, 
regulations regarding weekend traffic are different. For example, Austria prohibits the movement of 
trucks with a total weight exceeding 3 5 tons (compared to 7.51 in Hungary or Germany) during weekends. 
Moreover, there are additional limitations in various regions of Austria, such as the prohibition on 
movement at night, compulsory transit on ROLA trains across certain territories, and a complicated 
system of entering the so-called "green areas" (such as the Salzburg region). 

2.2 Transportation of goods by rail 
In all three countries, international railroad transportation has been regulated by a document called 

the "Agreement of International Railroad Freight Transportation" in effect since 1951 (with changes). 

Since 1989 MAV has gradually reduced its fleet of rolling stock, as a lot of manufacturing plants which 
used to generate heavy traffic have been closed. To offset this, MAV is promoting container and piggyback 
transport. The railway-owned international container company Intercontainer-Interfrigo (ICF) was 
established in 1992. An Intercontainer service "Adria Express" runs daily between Budapest and Trieste, 
transiting Slovenia. Other similar services operate from Sopron to Hamburg (the "Hansa Hungaria"), to 
Rotterdam (the "Hungaria Express"), and to the Balkans. 

In conjunction with MAV, Hungarocombi - the Hungarian member of UIRR (the International Piggyback 
Organization) - operates ROLA ("Rollende Landstrasse") services for trucks accompanied by their drivers. 
ROLA services were first introduced on a twice-daily basis between Wels (Austria) and Budapest in 1992. 
Since August 1993, service has operated three times daily between Wels and Kiskundorozsma, on the 
south-eastern border of Hungary. A daily service runs between Sopron and Wels, and in 1995 between 
Budapest and Ljubljana, Slovenia, followed by a second service into Slovenia. 

Hungary has a total of 7,606 km of rail track. The cross-border railway between Gyor, Sopron, Ebenfurt 
- GySEV - is about 101 km in Hungary and 65 km in Austria. Germany contains 312,771 km of rail track, 
and Austria contains 5,336 km of it. Since 1993, the freight business of OBB (Osterreichische Bundesbahn) 
has traded as Rail Cargo Austria in three divisions; Complete-Cargo (wagonload traffic), Combi-Cargo 
(inter-modal traffic), and Express-Cargo (less-than-wagon load business). With growing transit flows 
between the East and the West coming through Austria, OBB is investing heavily in the development of 
new routes and logistics centers. In 1999, OBB carried 74.3 million tons or 14,791 million ton-kilometers. 

This word refers to "Autobahn"and "motorway" 



3. Development Trends 
Developments of the last decade demonstrate a shift towards road transport. The following table 

(Table 1) demonstrates the large gap between the amount of goods transported by road hauliers versus 
rail. 

Table 1 
Goods' transport performance of the transport sector [t]5 

Mass of goods transported, 1000 tons 

1999 40,067 9,742 22,953 449 6,920 

n. 51,332 12,171 34,376 514 4,168 

in. 63,505 12,479 46,031 551 4,440 

IV 60,619 15,349 37,955 584 6,725 

Total: 215,424 49 ,741 141,316 2 ,098 22,253 

2000 40,997 10,005 23,932 444 6,611 

n. 54,189 12,555 36,808 635 4,186 

in. 62,602 12,845 43,300 708 5,741 

IV. 58,411 13,589 38,350 646 5,813 

Total: 216,199 48 ,994 142,390 2,433 22,351 

As we see from the table, road carriers transport almost three times the volume of goods as rail. Note 
that in Austria, where transit rail traffic is very intensive, the difference is smaller. 

5 Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal - Szdllttasi Teljesitmenyek, 2000. l-TV. negyedev 



Table 2 shows the same pattern expressed in freight ton-kilometers: 

Table 2 
Goods' transport performance in the transport sector [t/km]6 

Year, quarter 

1999. 

Totals 

Total: 

Freight ton-kilometers, millions 

I. 5,758 1,392 2,645 267 1,443 

H. 6,121 1,993 3,087 192 835 

m. 7,059 2,052 3,899 248 845 

IV. 7,402 2,296 3,504 251 1,334 

26 ,340 7 ,734 13,135 958 4 ,457 

i. 5,975 1,596 2,870 178 1,318 

II. 6,243 2,058 3,135 241 793 

m. 7,054 2,121 3,876 257 784 

IV. 6,876 2,066 3,448 219 1,119 

26,149 7,842 13,329 896 4,014 

Table 3 illustrates the significant increase in the number of trucks crossing the Hungarian borders: 

Table 3 
Development of Border Crossings on Road 

Hegyeshalom 

Total*: 

78 

289 

133 

433 

151 

473 

911.1 1,108 1,178 

2 ,887 2,771 2,911 

*includes all six crossing points on the Hungarian-Austrian border 

5 Kdzponti Statisztikai Hivatal - Szdllttasi Teljesitmenyek, 2000.1-IV. negyedev 



At all international border-crossing points into Hungary, steady growth occurred in the number of 
trucks during this same period. The sole exception is the Ukrainian border. This can be attributed to the 
consequences of the Russian financial crisis, which also negatively effected Ukraine, causing significant 
reductions in border traffic. 

By summarizing data from all border-crossing points between 1997 and 1999, the number of trucks 
entering Hungary almost doubled from 642,000 to 1,058,000. 

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the distribution of different types of goods between different transport 
modes: 

Table 4 
Transported goods by category (Int'l traffic, Hungary, 1999) 
Based on tons (percentage) 

Agricult. products, live animals 13.3 14.7 16.8 0 - 13.6 

Food 3.3 14.2 0.6 0 - 11.8 

Solid mineral combustible 16.6 1.6 1.6 - - 3.5 

Mineral oil, Oil 8.6 2.9 5.0 - 100 10.2 

Ore 10.8 1.1 18.3 - - 2.4 

Iron, steel 6.9 1.9 15.5 - - 2.5 

Building materials, stone 9.4 31.8 38.4 - - 26.7 

Manure 1.5 2.2 3.8 - - 2.0 

Chemicals 6.7 1.7 - 7.1 - 2.2 

Vehicles, machines and others 22.9 27.9 0 92.9 - 25.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Hungary (1999)-



Table 5 
Transported goods by category (Int'l traffic, Hungary, 1999) 
Based on ton/km (percentage) 

Rail Road Water . 

Agricult. products, live animals 11.6 14.0 38.1 1.4 12.0 

Food 3.4 23.4 1.0 1.8 14.8 

Solid mineral combustible 8.7 0.3 2.3 - 2.3 

Mineral oil, Oil 8.7 2.6 3.1 - 100 17.9 

Ore 15.7 0.9 22.0 - 4.8 

Iron, steel 8.9 3.7 28.5 - 5.0 

Building materials, stone 7.2 14.28 1.7 - 10.2 

Manure 1.1 1.8 3.3 - 1.4 

Chemicals 7.9 6.9 - 2.7 6.0 

Vehicles, machines and others 26.8 32.2 0 94.1 25.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Hungary (1999). 

The modal split shows that some types of international goods are almost exclusively transported by 
rail (i.e. solid mineral combustible, ore, chemicals), while others use road transport. More research is 
needed to measure whether it is really possible to switch a portion of certain goods from road to rail. 
Current trends seem to show the reverse. This may be due to several reasons: 

First, there is a tendency towards decreasing the size of shipments.7 In Europe, many goods are 
delivered in a less-than-full-truck-load basis (standard truck load = 20t). According to statistics, trucks 
transport only half of their volume in shipments in load capacities exceeding 10 tons.8 The decreased 
shipment size means that trucks must be transported together with the goods by rail. Thus, for example, 
a Swiss-registered company FRI-Trade GmbH - an average-sized cotton trader with the sales of 45,000 
tons annually - currently uses trucks to deliver cotton to different destinations throughout Europe. Of 
course, rail is used for transportation of cotton from Uzbekistan and other places where they may buy it. 
Cotton is then unloaded at a warehouse located in Zahony after which it is delivered to clients via truck 
or in another way. 

This example illustrates the main advantage of rail - it is much cheaper for long-distance transportation. 
At the same time, railway deficiencies, such as the lower speed/safety of cargo, make shippers of items 
such as expensive electronic goods transport their cargo by road carrier for both long and short distances. 
Notwithstanding, in Europe, because of high fuel prices, rail can be cost-effective, even on distances of 
200 - 300 kilometers. Since road hauliers are subject to different expenses in addition to fuel (i.e. "Euro 
vignette", or the fee for obtaining permission) the lower price of rail could become a very important 
factor for shippers selecting between various modes of transportation. 

7 This was confirmed by a survey conducted by AMEROPA Consulting, February 2001 

8 Kdzponti Statisztikai Hivatal - Legfrissebb adatok - Szallitasi Teljesitmenyek, 2000, page 19. 



In the following section we will describe ROLA - so far one of the most efficient working examples 
of cooperation between road and rail. 

4. Combined Transport - a Solution for the Future 
According to quite a few experts, the solution for the future is combined transportation. The basic 

feature of combined transportation is that loading units - meaning interchangeable bodies, semi-trailers 
and complete trucks - arrive at their final destination via at least two different modes of transportation 
(i.e. road and rail). Combined transportation can pool the advantages of both modes of transport, such 
as the great efficiency of rail transport for volume shipments - ideal for long distances - with the 
undisputed advantage of road haulage in the collection and distribution of goods within a short to 
medium range. Combined transportation is also more environmentally friendly than road haulage alone. 

Freight forwarders and hauliers are the main contractors for delivery for such a system. They invest in 
interchangeable bodies for flat wagons and switchable semi-trailer units. They represent themselves at 
UIRR (Union Internationale des societes de transport combine Rail-Route) organizations, and are therefore 
active participants in the development of combined transportation. Thus, cooperation between road 
and rail transport companies can provide the basis for the possible success of combined transportation. 
The infrastructure for the operation is provided by the railways, as the operators would be purchasing 
engine capacity from the railway companies. Rolling stock necessary for combined transport is provided 
partly by the railways, partly by the combined transport companies. Terminals are operated by the railways 
or the operators, often together within a private enterprise. It is on this basis that operators define their 
range of services, offering clients a complete supply chain, and offering freight forwarders and hauliers 
a viable inter-terminal service. 

The most common form of combined transportation in Europe is carried out using containers; 
interchangeable bodies and semi-trailers. This is known as unaccompanied transportation. This form of 
transportation - where only the transportation storage containers are loaded on the train - accounts for 
around 80 % of the entire combined transportation market. Although this ratio differs slightly from 
country to country, the reverse is true in Hungary, where for the time being the market is defined by 
(ROLA) traffic. Unaccompanied transportat ion requires significant technical, organizational and 
infrastructural preparation. Transportation and freight forwarding companies need to use containers 
that can be crane lifted, loaded by mobile equipment, or a static crane (vertical loading). Vehicles with 
interchangeable bodies or loadable semi-trailers cost more than standard lorries. In addition, the freight 
forwarder has to ensure that the container is properly transferred at the terminal and forwarded to its 
final destination. 

In contrast, accompanied (or ROLA) transportation means that the truck is driven up a ramp onto a 
specially built railway wagon (horizontal loading). During the journey, the truck driver stays on the 
train, accompanying the vehicle in the comfort of a wagon lit. At the off-loading point, the driver returns 
to his vehicle and continues his journey to his final destination. As the driver can relax during the 
journey, time spent in this way counts as rest time in many countries, meaning the driver can comply 
with laws regarding driving hours and rest stops. In addition, working conditions are improved as there 
is less need, for example, for night driving, which is forbidden in some regions such as parts of Austria. 
Trains of the Rolling Road (Rollende-Landstrasse - ROLA - or Rolling Highway) can be loaded and 
unloaded in a relatively short time. ROLA has seen great success in transportation through the Alps, and 
in places where combined transportation needs to be executed quickly. This form of transportation is 
also ideal for those transport companies who are just entering the field of combined transportation. 
This is because there is no need to purchase a new fleet or even update the existing one in order to take 
part in ROLA transportation. In addition, ROLA does not require costly investments in infrastructure, 
such as the building of terminals. Therefore, this method is practical for short and medium range 
journeys and where speed is required. The most obvious disadvantage is the significant amount of dead 
weight transported, as not only the goods, but the entire truck is loaded onto the train. 

In the past, road transportation won a great share of the market from railways, as it was more client-
friendly and flexible in the area of pricing. In contrast to the railways - which are tied to their tracks -
road hauliers deliver door to door, and their representatives - the truck drivers - inspire trust in 
clients. That being said, railways can be more economical over long distances, reliable for clients, and 
more environmentally friendly. With ROLA it is possible to eliminate the respective disadvantages of 
both forms of transportation; space required for tracks, danger from accidents and environmental 
pollution. 



In most countries, however, the greatest cost savings can be made by reductions in vehicle tax. The 
principle behind the alteration of relevant tax laws would be that the user of combined transportation 
would be assisting in the reduction of the road infrastructure burden. An enterprise might be "licensed" 
to claim a tax refund arising from non-usage of the road network. Some firms provide information on 
the Internet regarding amounts of available space on trains, which means clients can respond immediately 
to any excess capacity. The significance of the space reservation service is that wagon usage can be 
evened out, clients can plan deliveries more easily and there is no need for unnecessary delays at 
terminals. 

It is difficult to persuade traditional road transport customers to switch to combined transportation, 
since the multiple-loading processes and the possible extra costs may frighten them off. Clients preferring 
multiple-loading transportation are usually those that tradie in non-perishable goods which can be 
transported easily in container units, or those companies that can manage longer transportation times. 
Unaccompanied combined transportation is the major mode of freight-forwarding abroad, and practically 
all transportation overseas is carried out using this method. The majority of freight is sent to European 
ports such as Hamburg or Rotterdam with scheduled deliveries. One of the most important freight-
forwarders delivering to these destinations is Hansa Hungaria Container Express (HHCE) operating 
along the Budapest-Hamburg route. In 1992 a ROLA link was established between Budapest and Wels, 
Austria. Five pairs of trains run daily on the Sopron - Wels line, in which trucks can travel straight to 
Austria without special clearance. The daily 3-4 pairs of trains on the Szeged-Wels link (mentioned 
earlier) will carry 20 trucks each. This might be the solution for the Budapest-Vienna-Munich route as 
well. 

Combined transportation can be directed anywhere within Europe, but carriage is rather varied. 
These charges are set by participating railway companies and combined transportation companies each 
year following price negotiations. If, during the year, the need for a new route emerges an additional 
license must be obtained. 

5. Road or Rail? A Dilemma for the Future 
In order to remain competitive, the railway company's priority should be the development of 

international railway transportation links, information systems for clients, upgrading the aging fleet of 
locomotives and carriages, combined transportat ion, standardization of shipments , high-speed 
transportation, JIT trains, and quality service for small-size shipments. In order to achieve these, railway 
companies should go through the privatization / reorganization and/or BPR processes. 

Another important perspective for the railroad is international networking. A good example of this 
development is the TERFF system - Trans-European Fast Freightreeways - a network of special railroad 
lines able to transport goods at much higher speeds than common railways. According to the plan, one 
of these lines should follow the Munich - Vienna - Budapest route, connecting these cities with the 
ports of Hamburg and Rotterdam. So far, Budapest and Warsaw are the end points of the proposed 
lines in CEE, so that transportation further East and South would possibly be made using multi-modal 
transport. Because of this development, Hungary should consider developing terminal networks to 
provide fast handling of goods arriving on these high-speed trains (such as efficient loading, unloading, 
re-packaging, etc.). 

It is clear that switching the transportation of goods from road to rail will not be an easy task. To 
become more competitive, railroads should be more responsive to customer needs (by providing 
door-to-door transportation, JIT, etc.). To compete on price is not enough anymore. To build new 
terminals, to turn existing ones into transportation hubs, and to provide warehousing and distribution 
services could help the railroad remain competitive. These tasks, however, require substantial investment. 
In addition, railroads face a lack of unified rules across Europe. Since the majority of countries still 
have rail monopolies, they are usually less open and responsive than road carriers. Standardization of 
technical requirements, locomotive and carriage fleets, and the penetration of foreign railroad carriers 
into home markets is needed for more efficient international railway transportation in Europe. At the 
same time, railroads should form a more positive public image emphasizing its environmental benefits. 
This could give an incentive to regulating authorities to limit truck traffic on certain routes and implement 
ROLA transit-type systems, as has been done in Austria. 

However, the continuing development of regional multi-modal hubs - which combine the complex 
reality and economy of railway and road transportation, warehousing and distribution - provide the 
best way forward to profitable, reliable and environmentally sustainable transportation in Europe. 


